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GRBLAMED-31 arrived in Frankfurt by rail for W/T training on the sixteenth
of August. He was met at identity 5 of EUCA 59-2128 by the Training Officer at 1800
hours. Training was conducted over a period of eleven days which included a two-day
field exercise in the foothills of the Bavaria Alps approximately twenty miles south-
east of Munich, The field exercise was attended by the Case Officer in addition to
the Agent and Training Officer, As had been anticipated, GRDLA4EDe31 became opera-
tionally qualified and is now ready for "mounting." The following is a summary of
the subjects covered and instructions given the Agent during this training period:
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1. The first portion of the training period was conducted in a Frankfurt
Safehouse during which time GRBLAMED-31 received intensive instruction and . "on the
air" training in the use of BYCINK/Universal contact and broadcast plans and UTFT
frequency indicator messages, The Agent was taught in accordance with the instruc-
tions and formats contained in the BYLDEX and ZINGER documents with no modifications,
"On the air" training commenced with the reception of a UTFT frequency indicator
message on his first scheduled broadcast. The meseage was correctly deciphered and
the indicators inserted into the UTFT page of the BYCINK/Universal Training Plan
LTEATOL. Sixteen contacts were attempted with LIMBER of which fifteen were success-
fully established and completed. The Agent transmitted 15 messages for a total of
420 enciphered groups and received via his two-way contacts 9 messages for a total
of 195 groups. Contact reports from LIMBER reflected good r)aythmic sending charac-
teristics at 8 to 10 literal words per minute, Contacts were made under various
circuit conditions both actual and simulated. The realistic and commendable per-
formance of LIMBER operators provided situations that required the Agent to inter=% pret and use practically every conceivable form of circuit procedure. As training

R progressed, contact reports from LIMBER contained comments such as, "seemed a fairly
competent operator' , , "seemed to be a competent operator", to, "field operator send-
leg improving and seems to understand operating procedures very well." On the final

1 day of training in the Frankfurt area, the Agent was told that he was "on his own"
0 after which he made two satisfactory contacts with LIMBER without the assistance of

the Training Officer.

GRBLAMEDe31 received three 12 wpm broadcasts for a total of 104 enciphered
groups. His initial code speed was somewhat lees than that attained during his last
training session, and he was unable to copy the first broadcast 100%. He did, how-
ever, after a few code practice sessions, bring his cede speed up to 12 wpm quite
rapidly and at the end of the training period was copying 7C% at 15 literal groups
par minute,

2, GRBLAMEDe31 was converted from his initially assigned numerical crypto-
graphic system ZIMMER to the literal system ZIBALT. In addition to practice in eh-
ciphering and deciphering messages, the Agent was given instruction in message writ-
ing, cipher security and message accounting,

The Agent was alee converted from his assigned numerical emergency crypto-
graphic system EYLFIN to the literal system KOURTE. His memory phrases were developed
during his last training session and remain as such. The change from the numerical
system to the literal systems, however, necessitated a change of keyword, His memory
phrases and the new keyword are as follows:

Field: "HUNGER IS DER BESTE KOCH"
Base: NOTTFM WIR SEHEN WAS WIR LERNEM"

Keyword: "NACHTTISCH"

Between instruction given by the Training Officer and questions presented by the Agent,
both cryptographic systems were covered quite thoroughly.
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